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Abstract—The present paper deals with a detail inverse
dynamics and power consumption of a realistic hexapod robot
with crab motion. The prescribed motion parameters necessary
for the inverse dynamic analysis like displacement, velocity,
acceleration of the joints are obtained from the kinematic
analysis and motion planning of the hexapod robot. The foot
ground interaction is considered as a point contact with zero
impact velocity. The solution to the problem is not unique due to
a highly redundant robotic system. An energy consumption
model has been derived for statically stable wave-crab gaits
after considering a minimum of the instantaneous power
consumption of the robotic system for optimum feet forces.
Minimum of power consumption is considered as the objective
function with respect to linear equality and inequality
constraints. The simulated results and discussions of the inverse
dynamic analysis of the robotic system with crab motion on
regular terrain are discussed.
Index Terms—Power consumption,
hexapod robot, crab motion.
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dynamics,

I. INTRODUCTION
Today with the advancement of technology, researchers
have an urge to develop robotic vehicles that can maneuver
and perform tasks like natural beings having legs. The reason
is that legged robots have high degree of terrain adaptability
and maneuverability. It can negotiate any kind of terrain by
adjusting the lengths of its legs to maintain the desired body
position and orientation during navigation. Hence, it has
greater agility, omni-directional mobility compared to the
wheeled or tracked robots. Therefore, it can operate in both
structured and non-structured environments. However,
coordination of various leg joints so as to produce the desired
gait pattern and maintain stability during locomotion is
extremely complex [1]. Considering these aspects, a
six-legged robot is better suited than others for
maneuverability over any kind of terrain. It has many
advantages compared to two- or four-legged robots. It
provides better static stability and is less susceptible to
deadlock situations. The six-legged robot is more robust
because it is able to walk with one or two failed legs, since it
is possible to define stable gaits by using either four or five
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legs. Also, compared to eight- or more-legged robots, its
power consumption is less, since with the increase in the
number of legs; a lot of actuators are to be controlled through
a continuous coordination in addition to complicacies in
kinematics and dynamics of legged mechanisms [2]-[5].
Therefore, a six-legged robot is a kind of optimal robotic
structure to be used for varying terrains. But then, it requires
a good control algorithm to achieve the mentioned cause,
which means a suitable mathematical model of the complex
six-legged robotic mechanism describing its kinematics and
dynamic behavior during locomotion is necessary to develop.
The study of the legged robots by different researchers in
the past as parallel manipulators shows that the models were
simplified. It happens due to the complexities associated with
the structure of the legged robots and their motion planning
on varying terrains. Further, the followed approach to study
of single leg dynamics was either by using classical
Newton-Euler or Lagrange-Euler, and the study of
kinematics corresponded to the use of Denavit-Hartenberg
parameters setting or screw theory mostly [6]-[8]. Also, the
models neglected the coupling effects and did not consider
the inertia effects of the swing legs on the support legs and
the trunk body. However, it is believed that a comprehensive
dynamic model is crucial in the design, energy efficiency and
control of legged robots. To achieve that, thorough
understanding of the legged robot‟s locomotion is essential,
which means that it is necessary to adopt the inverse
dynamics approach [9]-[11].
The force distribution problem in legged robots is a
constrained optimization problem. The issue had already
been addressed in the literature by optimizing either feet
forces or joint torques or power consumption [12]-[20]. But,
the models were simplified by not taking into consideration
the coupling effects, as discussed above. Moreover, to
develop a good control algorithm, a good mathematical
model of the complex multi-legged robotic mechanism
describing the kinematics and dynamic behavior is necessary,
so that the model will be able to address the above mentioned
issues and analyze energy consumption of legged robots. The
present study is about the development of an energy efficient
inverse dynamic model of the hexapod robotic system for
statically stable wave-crab gait by taking into consideration
the coupling effects. The kinematic motion parameters
(namely, displacement, velocity and accelerations) obtained
from the inverse kinematic analysis (classical approach) of
the robotic system with specified path and gait planning for
crab motion in varying terrains are substituted in the inverse
dynamic model, which is a set of algebraic equations. The
equations are solved to determine the joint torques and
resulting reaction forces for the feet in contact with the
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ground that are responsible to generate the prescribed motion
trajectories. Optimization methodology like linear
programming is used to solve for the feet forces and joint
torques. A naturalistic objective function imposed is,
minimization of power consumption for calculating contact
foot-force distribution and determination of joint torques.
The function is constructed as a summation of instantaneous
power consumption for all the joints, and the problem is
formulated such that it is minimized with respect to linear
equality and inequality constraints.
The paper is divided into four sections. The preceding
Section II describes the CAD model of the hexapod robot and
mathematically defines the problem, in addition to the
description of the optimization problem which is basically a
linear programming method used as a basis for the solution.
In Section III, the simulated results are discussed followed by
a conclusion in Section IV.

Therefore, the hexapod robot can be considered as robotic
system having mobility levels of twenty four, out of which
six correspond to the trunk body and eighteen are related to
the legs. The system has been generalized by using
orientation vector of Bryant angles [21], ηG= [αG βG θG]T with
respect to global fixed frame G0.
A. Kinematic Modeling
The hexapod robotic system is considered as a rigid
multibody system with multiple reference frames (both with
respect to global and local frames) for kinematic modeling, as
shown in Fig. 2.

II. KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC MODELING
Fig. 1 shows a realistic CAD model developed in CATIA
V5 with specific dimensions and subsequently, the
mathematical model is developed to carry out both kinematic
as well as dynamic analysis of the robotic system. The
essential parameters that are obtained from the CAD model
are listed in Table I. The main body-parts of the robot are
made of aluminum. The total mass of the robot without
payload is estimated to be equal to 2.456 Kg.
TABLE I: KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC PARAMETERS OF THE ROBOT
Parameters

Trunk
body

Mass (Kg)

0.650

Ixx
Mass
Moment of
Iyy
Inertia
2
(Kg-m )
Izz
Length (m)

Values
Payload Link i1
Link i2
Link i3
(i=1 to 6) (i=1 to 6) (i=1 to 6)
a
0.041
0.110
4.244 0.150

0.016653

0.009

0.000071 0.000020 0.000098

0.002518

0.003

0.000108 0.000087 0.000087

0.016897

0.011

0.000057 0.000100 20.777

0.495

0.150

0.085

Joint
offsets:
a
Material: Steel.

di1=0.008m,

0.120

Fig. 2. Reference frames and vector diagram of the robotic system (a)
Isometric view, (b) View „M‟.

0.100

di2=0.018m,

di3=0.02m

It is to be noted that each of the legs has three motorized
revolute joints with angular variables, i1-i2-i3
corresponding to local axes configuration Z-Y-Y, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Here, G0 (shown in Fig. 1) and G (shown in Fig. 2) are the
static and dynamic global reference frames, respectively,
located at origin O. L0 is the body fixed reference frame
located at point P0 on the trunk body. L'i , L''i are the local
frames of the successive joint states, respectively located at Si.
Similarly, the local frames: L'ij , L''ij are located at Pij , where
j=1 to 2. Li3 is the tip point reference frames located at Pi3.
Also, rPG0O , rSGi O , rPGij O (j=1 to 3) are the displacement vectors
from point O to P0, Si, Pij , respectively represented in global
reference frame G. Here, ϕ is twisted angle of the coxa (in the
present study ϕ=0). The vectors of cartesian coordinates of
P0, Pij with respect to G are represented by
p0G  (rPG0O ,0 )T  R 6 , pijG
 (rPGij O ,ij )T  R108 ,
respectively, where rPG0O  [ xPG0O
θ0]T, rPGij O  [ xPGij O

yPGij O

yPG0O

zPG0O ]T , η0= [α0 β0

zPGij O ]T , ηij= [αij βij θij]T.

1) Forward kinematics
The set of kinematic constraint equations that governs the
state of the trunk body and the ith leg at any instant of time are
shown in (1).

Fig. 1. A realistic hexapod robot (3D CAD model).
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ki4=√ ( ki21 + ki22 - di2 )

(8)

ki6= ki3- li1sϕ

(9)
(10)

ki7= √ [(ki3- li1sϕ) 2+ (ki4- li1cϕ) 2-(li2+li3 ki5) 2]
ki8= li2+li3ki5+ ki4- li1cϕ

(11)
(12)

,

To compute the swing phase angles, it is necessary to
substitute ki1  ki1 , ki2  ki 2 and ki3  ki3 . The
evaluation of joint angles with respect to time leads to the
determination of the kinematic motion parameters like
velocity, acceleration, trace of aggregate centre of mass etc.
for a specified gait and motion planning of the robot on
varying terrains. The parameters are subsequently
transformed to global static reference frame G0. Therefore,
the velocity and acceleration vectors of the links i1, i2 and i3
of ith leg with respect to G0 are represented

are the transformation matrices related to different

by vijG0  (rPG0O , LijG )  R108 , vijG0  (rPG0O , LijG )  R108

L

L

L

i 0

i1 i

i 2 i1

i3 i 2

GLi

GLi

GLi1

GLi2

L

structure and are given by rS 0P , rP i S , rP i1P , rP i 2P ,
GL0

respectively. Also, A

A

(7)

ki5= [(ki3- li1sϕ) 2+ (ki4- li1cϕ) 2- li22 - li23 ]/2li2li3

In (1), Pr denotes the matrix projectors, f(t) and g(t) are the
functions that govern the motion of the trunk body at any
instant of time. riG is the coordinates of the tip point of link li3
at any instant of time for both the stance and swing phases of
leg i due to gait planning and motion planning. The local
components of Si, Pi1, Pi2 and Pi3 are fixed for a robotic

GLi2

ki3=-[-ai(sβ0)-bi(sα0cβ0)+ci(cα0cβ0)]

, A

, A

local frames with respect to frame G. A
GL

GL

LiG

, A
,A

Li1G

, A

,A

Li2G

L

ij

are

∆=(t-ta)/(tb-ta)

(2)

(3)
(4)

ha represents the initial step value at time ta, hb denotes the
final step value at time tb.
2) Inverse kinematics
To compute the power consumed by the hexapod during
locomotion, it is necessary to calculate the joint position,
velocity and acceleration. The solutions to the inverse
kinematic problem for a single leg of the walking hexapod in
support phase are given by the following expressions:
θi1=γ-2nπ-2tan ((ki1±ki4)/ (di +ki2), n ϵ I
-1

swing leg i ( swf ) is twice the swing stroke (s0) of the trunk
body.

(5)

βi2=ϕ-2nπ-2tan-1 ((ki6±ki7)/ ki8), n ϵ I

(2)

βi3=2nπ±2tan-1√((1-ki5)/(1+ki5)), n ϵ I

(3)

di=di1+di2-di3

(4)

ij 0

3) Trajectory planning
Trajectory planning of the swing legs is a computationally
complex process. It is a fundamental step in the study of
kinematics and dynamics of a six-legged robot. It is to be
remembered that in the joint space, only the initial (home)
and final (destination) positions are the matter of interest and
therefore, is a case of point-to-point movement of joints. But,
if a legged robot has to maneuver on a varying terrain and
simultaneously, overcomes obstacles that come on its path of
swing, it is required to define trajectory tracking in 3D
cartesian space along which the tip of swing leg should
traverse. Finally, the kinematic outputs are converted into
some forms of joint commands of the robot, which means
actuation of the joints. Here, in case of crab motion the crab
angle (θc) is kept fixed for a given gait cycle. The absolute
range of θc for the present robotic system is limited to 600 ≤ θc
≤ 900. Moreover, it is assumed that the full swing stroke of

where
a=hb-ha

L

ij

where i= 1 to 6, j=1 to 3. During locomotion, the trunk body
should have an uninterrupted and continuous motion for the
given initial position, orientation (roll, pitch and yaw) and
maximum velocity of the trunk body.

GL

orthogonal matrices of A i , A i1 , A i 2 , respectively.
The functions are regulated by cubic polynomials, which are
basically step functions given by the following expression
[22]:
h=ha+a.∆2 (3-2∆), for ta to tb

ij 0

4) Gait planning

where

ki1=-[ai(cβ0cθ0)+bi(cα0sθ0+sα0sβ0cθ0)+ci(sα0sθ0-cα0sβ0cθ0)] (5)
ki2=-[-ai(cβ0sθ0)+bi(cα0cθ0-sα0sβ0sθ0)+ci(sα0cθ0+cα0sβ0sθ0)] (6)

Fig. 3. Gait diagram (DF=1/2).
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To move the robot‟s legs in a synchronous manner, it is
necessary to have an effective gait planning and an efficient
algorithm to address the movement of the trunk body and legs
walking. In the present study, focus has been made on the
wave-crab gait strategies with duty factor (DF) =1/2 (refer to
Fig. 3) for locomotion along with the total gait cycle time,
swing phase time and support phase time [1]. The total time
of motion of the robot is equivalent to the time taken to
complete n duty cycles, i.e., t3s

n

where J  R114,24 is the jacobian matrix of the system in terms
of generalized coordinates (q) related to ground reaction
forces and coupled joint torques.
It is to be noted that multiplication of the term cf by
Jacobian matrix J leads to the elimination of the constraint,
J cf=0

 t3 (suffix s represents

Hence, the transformation of the dynamic model in the
joint space is realized by considering the following relation:

swing).
B. Inverse Dynamic Modeling
In the present problem, a specified motion for a
mechanical system is sought and the objective is to determine
the forces that must act on the system to produce such a
motion. This process is usually referred to as inverse dynamic
or kinetostatic analysis.
The implicit constrained dynamic equation of the robotic
system is given by the expression:
M(p). v = cf + f (p, v) + qGC (p, v)  R114

D(q)u  C(q, q) =   R 24

(22)

where D(q) is the coupled mass and inertia matrix of the
robotic system in terms of generalized coordinates, τ
represents vector of ground reaction forces and coupled joint
torques.
Also,
D(q) = JTM(p) J  R2424

(23)

C(q, q)  J T M ( p) Ju  R 24

(24)

τ = JT[ f (p, v) + qGC (p, v)]  R 24

(25)

(17)

where f  R being the vector of constant reaction forces
and torques of the joints associated with system coordinates
denoted by (gp(p).T(p))T. λ; f (p, v)  R114 is the vector of
both known and unknown applied forces and torques; qGC (p,
v)  R114 is the vector of centrifugal forces and gyroscopic
terms; gp(p).T(p)  Rnc ,114 is the constraint jacobian matrix;
λ  R nc is vector of the lagrange multipliers; M(p)  R114,114
is the combined mass matrix of the robotic system.
The implicit constraint dynamic equation (17) is expressed
in over complete cartesian coordinates (p), which is often
undesirable, since handling of the large number of equations
is cumbersome and computationally intensive. Therefore, the
kinematic motion parameters in cartesian space are
transformed by kinematic transformation to the joint space
[23] in terms of generalized coordinates (q). The
transformation of the dynamical model in the joint space is
realized through explicit constraints given by the kinematic
function,
c

(21)

114

p = h(q)

Twenty four number of equations are obtained in terms of
ground reaction forces and coupled joint torques by
substituting the necessary input values in (22). The equations
are further arranged as described in the following paragraph.
The first set of six equations of (22) defines the static
equilibrium of the trunk body and payload (combined) at any
instant of time with respect to the forces and moments such
that,
6

 Fi  Fe  O3

 R31

6

 (ri  Fi )  M 0  M e  O3  R31

(18)

where Fe and Me are the vectors representing the coriolis,
centripetal, gravitational forces and moments acting on the
trunk body and payload (combined), respectively, Fi is the
ground reaction force at the foot of leg i with respect to G0
denoted by vector [Fix Fiy Fiz]T , ri is the location vector of the
foot tip Pi3 with respect to point P0 at any instant, M0 is the
vector of actuator torques acting on the trunk body and

β42, β43, θ51, β52, β53, θ61, β62, β63]T  R 24 ,
The vector of velocity constraints of the system, both in
cartesian space and joint space are related by the expression:

6

payload (combined) denoted by [0 0

 M i1 ]T .
i 1

(19)

The next set of eighteen equations of (22) defines the
relationship between the actuator torques and ground
reaction forces on the legs such that for leg i,

Differentiating (19) with respect to time gives the
expression of the acceleration constraints of the system given
by the expression:
v = Ju  Ju

(27)

i 1

where q ϵ [ rPG0O , η0, θ11, β12, β13, θ21, β22, β23, θ31, β32, β33, θ41,

v = Ju

(26)

i 1

Mi= -Bi-1(AiFi+Mei)  R31

(20)

(28)

where Mi is the vector of actuator torques of leg i denoted by
278
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[Mi1 Mi2 Mi3]T; Mei is the vector representing the coriolis,
centripetal, gravitational forces and moments acting on the
leg i denoted by [ Mei1 Mei2 Mei3] T; Bi = [1 0 0; 0 1 1; 0 0 1]T;
Ai=[ri1x ri1y ri1z ; ri2x ri2y ri2z ; ri3x ri3y ri3z]T.

c) Normal force inequality
Since the feet of the hexapod cannot grasp the ground,
only positive vertical forces that can be exerted by the feet on
the ground are considered. Therefore,

C. Optimization of Power Consumption
Equations, (26), (27) and (28) reveal that the number of
unknowns (n=36) is more than that of constraint equations
(m=24). Hence, there is no unique solution to these equations.
The solution to the problem is to be obtained by optimization
through linear programming i.e., minimizing the total
instantaneous power consumption (Pin= Mijωij) of the system,
which is considered as the objective function with respect to
linear equality and inequality constraints. Therefore,
optimization problem can be stated as follows:

Fiz ≥ 0

2) Equality constraints
Equations (26) and (27) are the taken as the equality
constraints. Further, to let the support legs have a stable
contact with the ground, the moments applied by the legs
should be equal to that of the weight of the system acting at
the center of gravity of the robot. So, this additional equality
constraint can expressed as follows:

Minimize
6

Pin =

 rPGi30O  Fi  rCGm0O  Fg

3

Pij (t ) dt )
 
i 1 j 1

(33)

(29)

(34)

where rPG0O and rCG0O are the skew symmetric matrix of the
i3

Subject to some (a) inequality and (b) equality constraints,
as given below.

m

location vectors of the foot tip Pi3 and center of mass of the
whole system, respectively, with respect to origin O in frame
G0; Fg is the vector of gravitational forces acting on the
system denoted by [0 0 mtotal.g]T.

1) Inequality constraints
a) Joint torque inequality constraints
The actuators selected for the hexapod has torque
limitations, such that,

III. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION
Mij,min≤ Mij≤ Mij,max for i=1 to 6, j=1 to 3

(30)

To determine the efficacy of the model, simulation of the
walking robot with wave-crab gait (DF=1/2) on a flat terrain
are carried out in the present study. The robot moves in
transverse direction from left to right with a positive crab
angle (θc) of 80 degrees. Here, the X and Y-translational
velocity components of the trunk body are not independent
unlike straight-forward motion. Therefore, the translational
velocity components of the trunk body with respect to global
frame G are assumed to follow the relationship:

where Mij is the torque at the jth joint of ith leg, Mij,min and
Mij,max are the limits of torque at the jth joint of ith leg, which
are generally dependent on the motor specifications.
b) Friction inequality constraints
In the present study, it is assumed that there is no slippage
of the foot due to the limiting angle between resultant foot
force and normal to the ground at the point of contact, and
that only static coefficient of friction exists. Hence,
|Fixy|= √(

Fix2



Fiy2

) ≤ μiFiz



rPG0O  xPG0O , xPG0O .cot c , 0

T

(35)

(31)
The kinematic analysis of the hexapod robot is carried out
followed by dynamic analysis. At time t=0, the position and
orientation of P0 with respect to global frame G are given by
p0G = {0, 0.45, 0.15, 0, 0, 0} T. Considering all the initial
velocity components (both translational and angular) as zero,
the maximum translational reached by the trunk body are
assumed to be xPG0O =0.005 m/s. In addition to the above, the

where μi is the static friction coefficient between the foot of
leg i and ground i.e., at interface during the support phase.
This nonlinear inequality corresponds to a friction cone [20].
Further, the friction cone can be linearized into a friction
pyramid [24]-[25] that lie within the cones, such that the 4i
inequality constraints of (32) are sufficient for the
formulation and implies (31).

other necessary inputs are ηG =(0, 0, 0) T , θi1=± (900- θc) ,
βi2=±160, βi3=± 690 (for i=1 to 6), maximum height of swing
along Z with respect to G is 0.015m.
The simulations are run for three duty cycles n=3, body
stroke s0= 0.03m and time step h=0.1s in a commercially
available compiler MATLAB [26]. Once kinematic analysis
results are obtained, the relevant motion parameters of the
trunk body and leg tip are provided as inputs to the inverse
dynamic analysis code in MATLAB. The optimization
problem formulated here is solved using linear programming

Fix + μeff Fiz ≥ 0
-Fix + μeff Fiz ≥ 0
Fiy + μeff Fiz ≥ 0
-Fiy + μeff Fiz ≥ 0



(32)

where μeff = μi /√2
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based on interior point method. The coefficient of friction
μi=0.3 is considered at the foot ground interface, while the
torque limits of the motors are ±6Nm. The computed results
of the optimal force distribution are shown in Fig. 4 over
three gait cycles with total cycle time 12.4s. The normal
feet-force component Fiz of all the six legs of the hexapod are
plotted against time at an interval of h=0.1s as shown in Fig.
4. Since in a wave-crab tripod gait the DF is 1/2, the support
and swing phase times are equal for all the legs. The tripod
gait is composed of the following sequences: 1) legs 1-4-5 in
support phase, legs 2-3-6 in swing phase; 2) legs 2-3-6 in
support phase, legs 1-4-5 in swing phase (refer Fig. 1 for the
leg numbering sequence).

Another observance is that the summation of all the foot
forces along z-direction with respect to G0 balances the
weight of the hexapod (65.7 N) at any instant of time (Fig. 4).
Also in Fig. 5, one can easily observe that in leg 1, the joint
torques of joint 2 and 3 in support phase take significant
values, while in swing phase are close to zero. The joint
torque values of joint 1 of leg 1 are very small since the crab
angle (with respect to joint 1) is constant and theoretically it
has zero angular velocity. It is also observed that the joint 2
experiences maximum torque at instant of time.
The variation of instantaneous power (Pin) consumption
throughout a locomotive cycle of the hexapod is as shown in
Fig. 6. The highest peak arises at the time, when the swing
and support legs change stance.

Fig. 6. Variation of total power consumption by the joints of all the legs.
Fig. 4. Normal force distribution in the legs with respect to frame G0.

From Fig. 4, it is observed that as the hexapod moves with
wave-crab gait in transverse direction (left to right), the
feet-force patterns of the legs 1-2, 3-4 and 5-6 forms a wave
like pattern. As expected, the normal forces in legs 1-3-5
have a descending trend while those in legs 2-4-6 have an
ascending trend. It happens so, due to the transverse motion
of the trunk body from left to right. In other words, as the
trunk body moves along the transverse direction, the entire
center of gravity of the hexapod also moves in that direction.
Hence, during support phase the feet forces on the legs 1-3-5
(odd numbered legs) will decrease while those on the legs
2-4-6 (even numbered legs) will increase with time till the
start of swing phase. When the legs are lifted during swing
phase, the forces on leg tips are zero and denoted by straight
line.

IV. CONCLUSION
In the present study, the inverse dynamic and power
consumption model of the wave-crab gait for a hexapod robot
is developed as constrained optimization problem. The
inverse dynamics model takes into consideration the inertia
effects of the swing legs on the trunk body and the support
legs. Also, the issue of the optimal foot forces distribution
from the view point of minimization of the instantaneous
power consumption is addressed in the paper. A
computationally efficient solution for the equilibrium force
and moment fields is derived. The study reveals that for a
wave –crab gait with DF=1/2, the total power consumption is
maximum when the legs changes stance (support to swing or
swing to support). Future study in the area will focus on the
relationship of energy efficiency with different gait patterns
and walking speed. The real time implementation of the
model in robot control will also be addressed in the future
scope of work.
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